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Dr Ioná Bramati-Castellarin was recently awarded a PhD by The University of Westminster in conjunction with the British College of Osteopathic Medicine (BCOM) on the effects of visceral osteopathy in autistic children. The project was approved for collaboration with King’s College Hospital, London and endorsed by the National Autistic Society and sponsored by BCOM via a grant from the British Naturopathic and Osteopathic Association. Here she shares information on autism, visceral osteopathy and some results of her recent publication -  Repeat-measures longitudinal study evaluating behavioural and gastrointestinal symptoms in children with autism before, during and after visceral osteopathic technique (VOT).


Autism or autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is classified as a pervasive developmental disorder (PDD), with abnormal or impaired development in reciprocal social interactions, abnormal or impaired social communication, and social imagination. This classification is utilised in both the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition (DSM –IV) and the International Statistical of Diseases and Related Health Problems, 10th edition (ICD-10), that describe the international standardised classifications for psychiatric diseases and disabilities (World Health Organization, 2004).

Autism is a multifactorial condition with unclear aetiology and no specific treatment. For many years autism was only seen as a condition that would be managed by mental health professionals. However, over the past 15 years studies have suggested a possible link between autistic behavioural dysfunction and gastrointestinal (GI) signs and symptoms. Authors such as Forsythe et al. (2010), Jyonouchi et al. (2005), Reichelt and Knivsberg (2009) have suggested that typical autistic behavior may be exacerbated due to gut inflammatory reactions suggesting a possible gut-brain axis. In consequence the scope for management therapies has widened.

There is no defined protocol in place for treatment and/or management of autism. In 2014, NICE released the quality standard 51 (NICE, 2014), an updated quality standard recommendation for the assessment, diagnosis and treatment of children, young people and adults diagnosed as autistic. This document follows the criteria of the Autism Act released in 2009 which requires that each local...
A Summary of the Symptoms of Autism

Behaviour
Failure to develop eye to eye contact; failure to develop social interactions; failure to develop communication skills; lack of pretend play and imaginative activities; repetitive stereotyped activities (staring at lights, twisting and turning objects and switching lights on and off over and over again).

Communication
Echolalia (parrot-like copying of other people’s speech); altered rhythm and melody of speech; high-pitched or monotonous speech, confusion over use of personal pronouns (substitution of ‘I’ for ‘you’); failure to initiate, pursue, or terminate conversations; difficulty interpreting other people’s tone of voice, body posture and facial expression during a conversation; failure to acquire speech.

Sensory Motor
Joint laxity and hypotonia; clumsiness and apraxia (inability to make skilled movements with accuracy); toe walking; finger flogging; flapping of arms and hands; running in circles; self-injurious behaviour.

Neurologic
A third present with epilepsy

Gastrointestinal
Abdominal distension and pain; constipation; chronic diarrhoea; foul-smelling stools; and gaseousness.

Toxic/Allergic
Food intolerance; sensitivity to food containing gluten and/or casein.

Autism & Gastrointestinal Symptoms
Seventy percent of patients with an autistic disorder may present with GI symptoms, such as abdominal distension and pain, constipation, chronic diarrhoea, foul-smelling stools and/or flatulence (Lewis, 1998, Shattock and Savery, 1996, Jyonouchi et al., 2005, Jyonouchi et al., 2011). Recent studies suggest that a cognitive deficit in autistic children may be linked to these GI symptoms (Horvath, 2000, Horvath and Perman, 2002, Koves et al., 2004, Valicenti-McDermott et al., 2008). Nikolov et al. (2009) reported a link between worsening behavioural symptoms and the presence of GI symptoms, specifically diarrhoea and constipation.

The role of Visceral Osteopathy
Visceral osteopathy is used to optimise blood and lymphatic supply to the internal organs. The viscera are a collection of organs in the abdominal cavity that generally respond to the internal physiological motion guided by the involuntary movement of the diaphragm in respiration; the internal motility of the viscera such as peristaltic movement; cardiac movement and blood and lymph circulation; and via skeletal movement such as walking, running or exercising (Barral and Mercier, 2006, Barral and Mercier, 2007, Stone, 1999). This motion and motility and the influence on the viscera is constantly present throughout life.

A recent study on the effectiveness of visceral osteopathic techniques (VOTs) was performed on IBS patients with positive results. Attali et al. (2013) considered 31 IBS patients in a randomized cross-over placebo controlled study. The qualitative effects of depression, constipation, diarrhoea, abdominal distension and abdominal pain using visual analogue scales (VAS), and rectal sensitivity using a distension balloon, before and after treatment were evaluated. The treatment group received general visceral osteopathy sessions as well as locally applied techniques in specifically sensitive areas of the abdomen and gentle manipulation to the sacral area. The placebo group received treatment in the same areas of the abdomen with a light, non-therapeutic, pressure. The authors reported that VOT ameliorates diarrhoea, abdominal distension and pain as well as rectal sensitivity. The positive effects of the therapy were long lasting and the symptom scores continued to be low at one year follow-up with no further treatment Attali et al. (2013).

Recent Research Study using Visceral Osteopathic Techniques (VOT) with children suffering from Autism
The rationale for applying VOT to autistic children suffering from GI signs and symptoms (Bramati-Castellarin et al., 2016) rests with its holistic and low invasive approach. The use of touch and mobilisation of organs in an attempt to restore function has the potential to affect the Enteric Nervous System (ENS) and possibly help to restore the gut-brain function (Mayer and Tillisch, 2011). Autistic children are in a constant state of ‘stress’ purely due to the nature of the condition. Any positive effect of VOT on intestinal

NICE (2014) quality standard 51 recommends that individuals diagnosed as autistic should receive personalised care developed and implemented by the individual’s carer, their family, and the autism team. The needs of autistic individuals vary according to where they fall within the autistic spectrum. Some individuals require a wider range of support than others. Hence, quality standard 51 was developed to ensure the best outcome possible for individuals diagnosed as autistic, based on their personal needs.

Over the past 15 years, the increased awareness of research into autism has helped broaden the intervention modalities to help with managing symptoms associated with the condition. However, there is not yet a cure and no specific treatment developed for the condition.
function has the potential to decrease GI signs and symptoms and this may be translated positively into a reduction in typical autistic behaviour.

**Objectives of the Current Study – Brief Overview**

The objective of the published study (Bramati-Castellarin et al., 2016) was to investigate the effect of VOT on GI signs and symptoms as well as behaviour patterns in autistic children. Two outcome measures were used during the study, 1. questionnaires given to parents to assess GI signs and symptoms and behaviour patterns and 2. biochemical markers in faecal material. However, only the results of the questionnaires will be discussed in this overview.

The study aimed to address the lack of low-invasive treatments to autistic children suffering from GI signs and symptoms. The possible connection between changing behaviour signs and symptoms and the gastrointestinal condition in these children, as well as the lack of an appropriate low-invasive gastrointestinal treatment led the researcher to study the possible effects of application of VOT in these autistic children. The methodology sought to investigate a possible link between changing behavioural symptoms and the GI system as suggested by Buie et al. (2010). Several authors such as Horvath et al. (1999), Forsythe et al. (2010), Jyonouchi et al. (2005), Reichelt and Knivsberg (2009), Walker et al. (2013), Nikolov et al. (2009) have also suggested a possible gut-brain axis that could be immunological, inflammatory or genetic in nature.

The subjects acted as their own controls; the control/baseline period covered six weeks during which time no treatment or intervention was given, but weekly questionnaires were completed. During this control/baseline period the researcher had no contact with the subjects except by text message reminders to complete the questionnaires.

The baseline data generated from this period (control/baseline) were then compared with the results obtained during treatment (treatment period) and following treatment (post-treatment period).

Four questionnaires were completed during the six week treatment period of the clinical trial. The intervention comprised of six osteopathic sessions, using VOT to the abdominal area. The interventions were a week apart.

At each treatment session, the parent was asked whether there were any changes in the GI and/or behavioural symptoms of their child following the previous session or any changes to diet, pharmacology or health issues such as infection. This monitoring during each treatment was also designed help to highlight any trends. Information provided by the parents was recorded on the treatment notes, with the case history.
Visceral Osteopathic Techniques (VOT) – Intervention
All subjects were treated using VOTs over the whole abdominal region, including the duodenum, ileo-caecal valve, sigmoid colon, pancreas and general abdominal region. The treatment protocol was designed using standard osteopathic techniques.

Measures of Outcome
To measure outcomes for the GI signs and symptoms and behaviour, the S.O.S questionnaires were completed, pre-treatment (control/baseline), during the treatment period and post treatment.

The visceral techniques chosen for this research project aimed to increase circulation, detoxification (biochemical turnover), peristalsis and gut emptying, in addition to aiding neuro-regulatory responses via the ENS and thereby positively influencing the GI and behavioural function of the subjects.

The results of the research
There was a significant decrease in signs and symptoms when comparing the control/baseline period, the treatment period and the post treatment period.

The data analysis of the ‘vomiting’, ‘poor appetite’ and ‘lack of eye contact’ parameters demonstrated statistically significant improvements, suggesting that the use of VOTs may be of benefit to children with autism.

The novel approach of using VOTs to treat children with autism, has indicated that some promising positive results follow this low-invasive form of treatment and could have a significant and important impact on the quality of life and wellbeing of children with autism who also suffer GI symptoms. The results may be considered to add weight to the gut-brain axis hypothesis postulated in recent studies (Forsythe et al., 2010, Mayer and Tillisch, 2011, Mayer et al., 2006, Reichelt and Knivsberg, 2009).

Future
This research is the first published investigating the possible ways to integrate osteopathy in the management of behavioural and GI symptoms of autistic children. The positive findings generated from the use of VOT in autistic children might possibly be implemented in clinical osteopathic settings. Moreover, visceral osteopathic treatment could become part of the treatment procedures within special schools for autistic children alongside other therapies such as speech therapy, behavioural therapy and occupational therapy although future studies are necessary to determine whether the outcome measures used for this study may be replicated.
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Test your knowledge:

The following quiz will help to reflect on what you have learned and test your understanding of the article. You can find the answers at the end of the online version of this article in the clinical development section of the Osteopathy Today website, which can be found by clicking the For Osteopaths tab. You will also find a reflective practice form on the website for you to complete and file as a record of your CPD.

ONLY 1 answer is correct,

1. What is a common behavioural symptom in autism?
   a. Good communication
   b. Failure to develop eye contact
   c. Good imaginative play
   d. Good social interaction

2. Autism is classified as a pervasive developmental disorder (PDD) by the:
   a. DSM – L
   b. DSM – VI
   c. DSM – X
   d. DSM – IV

3. What axis in the body may be connected to the exacerbation of abnormal behaviour in autistic individuals?
   a. Sagittal Axis
   b. Frontal Axis
   c. Coronal Axis
   d. Gut-Brain Axis

4. NICE qualitative standard 51 recommends:
   a. The individuals with autism receive the exact same treatment approach
   b. The treatment should be tailor made to individual cases
   c. To follow a specific treatment protocol
   d. That individuals diagnosed as autistic should receive only behavioural intervention

5. What is the percentage of autistic children suffering from GI symptoms according to published research?
   a. 70%
   b. 10%
   c. 56%
   d. 20%

6. The recent published research suggested that visceral osteopathy influenced positively:
   a. Autistic children coordination
   b. Autistic children social skills
   c. Autistic children eye contact
   d. Autistic children echolalia

7. True or False: The novel approach of using VOTs to treat children with autism, has indicated that some promising positive results follow this low-invasive form of treatment and could have a significant and important impact on the quality of life and wellbeing of children with autism who also suffer GI symptoms

8. Which of the below is not suggested as possibly involved in the nature of the gut-brain axis in autism?
   a. Immunological
   b. Inflammatory
   c. Genetic
   d. Neurological

9. True or False: The recent research outcome measures aimed to affect neuro-regulatory responses by improving gut circulation and peristaltic motion.

10. Which of the following gastrointestinal symptoms is not a classic presentation in autism?
    a. jaundice
    b. abdominal distension and pain
    c. constipation
    d. chronic diarrhea